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Abstract.

Ion temperature gradient (ITG) and trapped electron modes (TEM) are two

important micro-instabilities in the plasma core region of fusion devices. They are

usually mixed in the same range of spatial scale (around 0.1 < k⊥ρi < 1), which

make their differentiation complicated. To investigate them one can perform gyro-

kinetic simulations, transport analysis and phase velocity estimations. We show in

this paper that a surprising finding achieved in Tore Supra makes the discrimination

between TEM and ITG also possible in frequency fluctuation spectra. Indeed,

turbulent spectra generally expected to be broad-band can become narrow in case of

TEM turbulence, inducing “quasi-coherent” (QC) modes named QC-TEM. Therefore

the analysis of frequency fluctuation spectra become a possible additional tool to

differentiate TEM from ITG. We evidence the TEM signature of the core QC modes

by comparing frequency fluctuation spectra from reflectometry measurements, gyro-

kinetic simulations and synthetic diagnostic results. Then the scope and the limitations

of the analysis of QC-TEM are discussed and an application is shown. It relates a

transition between electrostatic TEM turbulence and electromagnetic fluctuations.

Keywords: turbulence, micro-instabilities, trapped electron modes, MHD, electron

cyclotron resonance heating, ohmic confinement, reflectometry
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Introduction

Plasma turbulence is responsible for the

anomalous transport observed in mag-

netic fusion devices. It is attributed to

drift waves whose perpendicular wave num-

bers k⊥ normalized to the ion gyrora-

dius ρi range between 0.1 and a hun-

dred. Among the most important micro-

instabilities present in the plasma core re-

gion, one can cite the ion temperature gra-

dient (ITG), the trapped electron modes

(TEM) and the electron temperature gradi-

ent (ETG). Usually the ETG modes have a

rather distinct scale (k⊥ρi ≈ 10) while the

ITG/TEM branches are mixed at the same

scale (around 0.1 < k⊥ρi < 1) [1, 2]. This

makes the distinction of TEM and ITG-

dominated regimes complicated. Even

though it is not always possible, discrim-

inating them is useful to study their effects

on plasma parameters (rotation, transport,

etc.).

To achieve this, gyro-kinetics simula-

tions can be done to determine which of

TEM and ITG growth rate is dominant [3]

but they rely on theoretical predictions of

phenomena that we do not fully under-

stand. It is also possible to investigate

them experimentally. For instance by es-

timating their phase velocity at a given

wavenumber in the plasma frame as they

are usually in opposite directions [4]. This

is difficult since the rotation components

must be measured with accuracy [5]. Dis-

criminating ITG/TEM from transport is

also a possibility but a precise estimation of

the diffusion coefficient and the convection

velocity is required [6].

We show in this paper that a sur-

prising finding makes the discrimination of

TEM and ITG also possible in frequency

fluctuation spectra. TEM-dominated

regimes can induce “quasi-coherent” (QC)

modes named QC-TEM, instead of show-

ing a broad-band spectra as it is usually

the case for turbulence. Therefore the anal-

ysis of frequency fluctuation spectra may

become an additional tool to address the

issue of TEM/ITG differentiation.

The evidences of these QC-TEM are

shown in section 1, where measured and

simulated spectra are compared, together

with the spectra of a synthetic diagnostic.

The scope and the limitation of this new

technique are discussed in section 2 and an

example of an application is presented in

section 3.

1. Evidences of the TEM signature

of the core QC modes

All the data presented in this section are

related to the Tore Supra tokamak with a

major and a minor radius R0 = 2.4 [m]

and a = 0.72 [m] meters respectively. To

evidence the TEM signature of the core

QC modes in fluctuation spectra, we focus

on a density scan performed in an Ohmic

plasma. This type of discharge shows two

distinct Ohmic regimes: at low density the

confinement time increases linearly with

the density in the linear Ohmic confine-

ment (LOC) while it saturates at higher

density in the saturated Ohmic confine-

ment (SOC). Such plasma configuration is

investigated because TEM and ITG are ex-

pected to dominate in the LOC and the

SOC regimes respectively [4, 7–11]. This

study compares frequency fluctuation spec-

tra from (i) reflectometry measurements,

(ii) non-linear gyro-kinetic simulations and

(iii) simulations from a synthetic reflec-

tometer.
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Figure 1. Main parameters of the Tore Supra discharge #48102 (Bt = 3.82). Ip is

the plasma current, Te is the central temperature and ne is the central line averaged

density and τe the energy confinement time. The dotted line indicates the LOC-SOC

transition and the two vertical black dashes show the two time investigated.

1.1. Spectra from reflectometry

measurements

Previous analysis of Tore Supra and TEX-

TOR spectra measured by reflectometry

have shown that QC-TEM disappear at the

LOC-SOC transition during ne ramp-up or

Ip ramp-down [11]. The decrease of QC-

TEM during such ramps has also been re-

ported in JET. A qualitative agreement has

been found with the Tore Supra and the

TEXTOR observations [12].

Figure 1 shows the main plasma pa-

rameters of the Tore Supra Ohmic dis-

charge #48102 in which a density ramp-

up is performed. As indicated, two times

are considered for this analysis: t1 ≈ 3s in

the LOC regime and t2 ≈ 6s in the SOC

regime. The LOC-SOC transition occurs

at around ne ≈ 3.45 · 1019m−2 which corre-

spond to t ≈ 4.85s [see dotted line in figure

1].

Data used for figure 2(a,e,b,f) are ob-

tained experimentally with two X-mode re-

flectometers. Figures 2(a,e) show fluctua-

tion spectra obtained at r/a ≈ 0.18 with

a fixed-frequency reflectometer [13]. In fig-

ures 2(b,f), an ultra-fast-swept reflectome-

ter [14] is used to provide a radial range of

fluctuation spectra (0.65 < r/a < 0.85).

These reflectometry spectra are obtained

with a Fourier transform of the measured

complex signal A(t)eiφ(t), with A(t) and

φ(t) the amplitude and the phase respec-

tively. Here, the positive and negative

frequencies do not correspond to any dia-

magnetic direction of the turbulence as

reflectometry do not allow to distinguish

them. They translate phase increments

and decrements respectively. The small

spectra asymmetry observed can be due to

various phenomena (nonlinear reponse of

the reflectometer, Doppler shift induced by

rotation and combined to vertical plasma

shift, sawteeth, misalignment of the an-

tenna, etc.) [15,16].

As previously shown [16, 17], QC

modes are observed in the LOC case

around 25 < fQC [kHz] < 75 kHz in fig-

ure 2(a) and for r/a < 0.75 in figure 2(b).

In the SOC case, only broad-band fluc-

tuation spectra remain [see figure 2(e,f)].

The link between these differences in spec-
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tra shape (QC, broad-band) and the tur-

bulence (TEM, ITG) is detailed in the fol-

lowing section.

1.2. Spectra from non-linear gyro-kinetic

simulations

Figures 2(d,h) show frequency fluctua-

tion spectra from gyro-kinetics simulations

made with the GENE code [18] at t1 and

t2 for r/a=0.37. Such plasma region has

been chosen due to the good estimation of

∇Ti available. Measurements shown in the

previous section are made at r/a = 0.18

and 0.65 < r/a < 0.75 but one can note

that QC modes can be observed at many

different radius in the LOC regime [11,12].

Simulated frequency spectra of ñe can

be compared qualitatively to the frequency

spectra from reflectometry (sensitive to

ñe). Contrary to reflectometry spectra, the

diamagnetic direction of the phase veloc-

ity (ion/electron) can be distinguished by

looking at the sign of the frequency (+/-).

Thus these spectra show that the LOC and

the SOC regimes are dominated by ITG

(f > 0) and TEM (f < 0) respectively. It

supports the linear runs previously carried

out [11] and the ansatz on the link between

the LOC/SOC regimes and the TEM/ITG

instabilities.

The additional information of great in-

terest provided by the non-linear runs is

the difference in the spectra shape. In fig-

ure 2(h), the ITG-dominated case shows

a single broad-band spectrum which mixes

the turbulence and the low frequency den-

sity zonal flows (ZFs) i.e. kθ = 0. On the

contrary, the non-linear frequency broad-

ening of TEM is small enough to lead to

a discernible frequency gap between them

and the ZFs [see figure 2(d)]. As TEM

instabilities coalesce in few wavenumbers,

they induce a narrow frequency spetrum

which shows a double peak (TEM+ZFs).

This can explain the observations made

in the previous section: the onset of

QC modes occurs in the TEM dominated

regimes, while the broad ITG spectra can

explain the broad-band spectra measured

in the SOC regime.

The frequency of the TEM peak (≈ 12

kHz) is significantly lower than the fre-

quency measured for QC modes (≈ 50

kHz). It comes from the fact that the

GENE simulations do not take into account

the rotation due to the mean E × B drift

vE×B but only the rotation due to the av-

eraged phase velocity of the mode in the

plasma frame vphase. vE×B is taken into

account in the spectra from a synthetic re-

flectometer show in the next section.

1.3. Spectra from a synthetic reflectometer

diagnostic

The experimental fluctuation spectra were

simulated with a synthetic reflectometer di-

agnostic, which relies on a 2D full-wave

code solving the O-mode wave equation

by means of a 2nd order Finite Difference

Time Domain (FDTD) scheme [19]. The

maps of density fluctuations for 1024 suc-

cessive time slots inferred from the non-

linear gyro-kinetic simulations were used

as input in the 2D full-wave computations.

For each map of density fluctuation the

FDTD code was run over a number of time

iterations large enough to reach the sta-

tionary regime and compute properly the

reflected complex signal.

To ensure accurate simulations of the

reflectometry measurements, the drift ve-

locity vE×B = (Er × B)/B2 which is in-
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Figure 2. Fluctuation spectra from (a,e) fixed-frequency reflectometry, (d,f) ultra-

fast-swept reflectometry, (d,h) non-linear gyro-kinetic simulations and (c,g) synthetic

reflectometer. (a-d) correspond to the LOC regime and (e-h) to the SOC regime. They

have been measured at t1 and t2 respectively, excepted (h) which has been measured

at t = 5.25 s.
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ferred using the radial electric field esti-

mated with the formula Er = Ti(∇ni/ni +

3.37∇Ti/Ti)/e [20] is taken into account in

the total fluctuation velocity (vtot = vE×B+

vphase). As shown in the fluctuation spec-

tra of figure 2(c,g), QC-TEM appear in the

LOC regime at around ≈ 75 kHz while the

SOC regime shows only a broad-band spec-

trum. This confirms the previous compari-

son between simulated and measured fluc-

tuation spectra, indicating that the ITG

modes can have a broad-band spectrum

while the TEM can induce QC-TEM.

Although the synthetic reflectometry

diagnostic relies on O-mode computations

while the reflectometry measurements were

obtained with the X-mode polarization, it

was shown that both O-mode and X-mode

simulations qualitatively produce the same

signal spectra [21].

2. Scope and limitations of the

QC-TEM analysis

The comparison of frequency spectra from

non-linear simulations, reflectometry mea-

surements and a synthetic diagnostic shows

that TEM instability can have a QC sig-

nature in fluctuation spectra. This find-

ing can then be used as a new technique

to study TEM, besides gyro-kinetic simu-

lations, transport analysis and phase ve-

locity estimations. However, it has to be

used cautiously because (i) the lack of QC-

TEM does not necessarily imply that the

TEM are stable and (ii) it exists edge phe-

nomena not attributed to TEM which can

have a rather similar QC signature. In the

following subsections we discuss these is-

sues, together with the diagnostics and the

devices for which this technique could be

applied.

2.1. Fusion devices and diagnostics

This paper reports observations of QC-

TEM in Tore Supra but they have been

detected in several other tokamaks such

as TEXTOR [11, 12], JET [12] and first

indication have been recently obtained in

ASDEX-Upgrade (AUG) [22] [see section

2.4]. The onset of QC-TEM in fluctua-

tion spectra measured in the plasma core

seems also possible in other fusion devices.

Recent measurements in a MST reversed

field pinch plasma have shown a similar

QC signature whearas gyro-kinetic simula-

tion predicted the turbulence to be TEM-

dominated [23]. These findings on QC-

TEM may also help to investigate whether

TEM are stable in stellarators [24,25] or if

they can play a role [26, 27].

The diagnostics able to perform such a

study require a sensitivity to low wavenum-

bers in the order of the ITG/TEM instabil-

ities (kθρi ≤ 1) and a capability to mea-

sure in the plasma core region. Apart

from reflectometry [11, 28–30], structures

possibly similar to QC-TEM may have

been observed in TEM-dominated regimes

with phase contrast imaging (PCI), far in-

frared interferometry (FIR), beam emission

spectroscopy (BES), doppler backscatter-

ing (DBS) reflectometry, and correlation

electron cyclotron emission (CECE) sys-

tems [23,31–34].

These studies have reported modifica-

tions of fluctuation spectra in TEM domi-

nated regimes, without interpreting a mode

as being the signature of TEM. The fact

that QC-TEM are in fact a direct signature

of TEM suggest that the spectral modifica-

tions reported in TEM-dominated regimes

by BES, CECE, PCI and FIR may trans-

late the same QC-TEM phenomena.
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2.2. Edge quasi-coherent fluctuations

Phenomena presenting QC signature have

been observed at the plasma edge during

H-mode [35, 36], Enhanced Dα H-modes

[37, 38] and I-mode [39]. At the mo-

ment, there is no unified explanation for

these modes which present rather similar

QC spectral signature. Several instabili-

ties have been suggested to interpret them,

as for example the kinetic ballooning mode

which limits the pedestal growth in H-

mode [35]. Presently, none of these modes

have been linked to TEM. Therefore, at the

moment the observation of QC modes can

be taken as an indication of TEM in the

plasma core region only, where no other

QC fluctuations phenomena have been re-

ported.

2.3. Fully developed TEM turbulence

The QC signature of TEM may disappear

in case of fully developed TEM turbulence.

Experimentally, the disappearance of QC-

TEM has been observed while increasing

ECRH power at high values [40]. In gyro-

kinetic simulations, an artificial increase of

R/LTe and R/Lne while maintaining con-

stant the gradient parameter ηe = Lne/LTe
has been done in the LOC regime. It shows

that the double peak structure of TEM-

dominated spectra (QC-TEM and ZFs) ob-

served in figure 2(d) becomes unobservable

[41]. In these two cases, TEM would not

remain oscillating at a rather defined fre-

quency (i.e. with a narrow spectrum) but

would become broad-band (such as ITG)

as expected generally for a turbulent phe-

nomenon.

2.4. E ×B Rotation

We have seen in section 1 that the E ×
B drift strongly influences the mode fre-

quency. If vE×B is too low, the QC-TEM

peak may be close to the zero frequency.

In that case QC-TEM could not be distin-

guishable even if TEM are driven unstable.

To highlight this effect, we analyze the

Ohmic discharge #31427 from AUG (R0 =

1.65 and 0.5 < a < 0.8) in the LOC regime

(t ≈ 1.4s). Figure 3(a) shows neoclassi-

cal estimations of vE×B performed with the

NEOART code [42], and figure 3(b) dis-

plays the radial evolution of the fluctua-

tion spectra obtained by ultra-fast-swept

reflectometry [14, 43, 44]. QC modes rem-

iniscent of QC-TEM are observed around

0.25 < ρ < 0.4 in a region where we

expect vE×B ≥ 1 km/s. For ρ > 0.4,

QC modes cannot be properly observed in

figure 3(b) and NEOART estimations in-

dicate vE×B ≤ 1 km/s. One can notes

that from ρ = 0.4 toward ρ = 0.25 the

increase of the QC modes frequency (up

to ≈ 75 kHz) is in qualitative agreement

with the increase of vE×B observed (up to

≈ 3km/s).

The error bars of the vE×B provided

are in the order of 0.5 to 1 km/s. A

more detailed study involving estimations

of vE×B and vphase with DBS reflectom-

etry and charge exchange recombination

spectroscopy [45] is planned. Besides, a

deeper study of fluctuation spectra across

the LOC-SOC transition is required to

properly identify these QC modes as QC-

TEM in AUG plasmas.

Figure 3 shows for ρ ≈ 0.73 spectra

of the complex signal (c) and coherence

(d) estimated with a poloidal correlation

reflectometer (PCR) [22, 28, 29]. As pre-
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Figure 3. Data from the AUG discharge #31427 measured in the LOC regime

(t ≈ 1.4s). In (a) the neoclassically predicted VE×B provided by the NEOART
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netic direction. Fluctuation spectra from an ultra-fast swept reflectometer are shown
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coherence between the two antenna of the PCR is displayed in (d).

viously reported in [22], coherence shows

clear QC modes wheras they are not/barely

observable in the spectra of the complex

signal shown in figure 3(b)/(c) respectively.

Hence, a too low vE×B may not allow to

distinguish QC modes which are too close

to the zero frequency. In that case, coher-

ence obtained by the PCR is required to

show clear QC peaks separated from the

low frequencies.

3. Application: interplay between

TEM and MHD instabilities

An application of the technique described

so far is made in this section. It is used

to investigate an interplay observed be-

tween turbulent fluctuations due to QC-

TEM (f ≈ 100 kHz and ∆f ≈ 50 kHz) and

a coherent mode (f ≈ 15 kHz and ∆f ≈ 1

kHz). Using previous observations, the tur-

bulent phenomena involved is identified as

TEM. The study of the coherent modes is

out of the main scope of the present paper.

However its underlying mechanism will be

discussed and attributed to MHD activity,

without being clearly identified. The na-

ture of such an interplay is of specific inter-

est because it implies electrostatic (TEM)

and electromagnetic (MHD) modes.

The analysis is focused on the Tore

Supra discharges #40806 where 250 kW

of ECRH power is deposited with two gy-

rotrons at r/a = 0.58 and r/a = 0.35 on

the High Field Side (HFS). The safety fac-

tor is maintained above unity to avoid saw-

teeth (Bt = 3.8 T and Ip = 0.5 MA). Re-

flectometry measurements were performed

at r/a ≈ 0.17, a region predicted to

be TEM-dominated by linear gyro-kinetic

simulations, Nickel transport analysis [6,
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46] and fluctuation spectra study [11].

The interesting observation is made

when the QC-TEM are suddenly stabilized

while a coherent mode appears at t ≈ 11.58

s [see figure 4]. After this clear transition,

the coherent mode is progressively damped

during 300 ms while the QC-TEM ampli-

tude recovers rather linearly. Such inter-

play appears to be a cycle which starts

again at t ≈ 11.89 s (no fluctuation mea-

surements are available later). Before these

cycles start, one can note that small precur-

sors are first observed, the main one being

at t ≈ 11.13 s.

When QC-TEM are damped, Te rises

by a few percents, suggesting that the lo-

cal confinement may be improved. Such

an increase may progressively drive TEM

unstable again. The spectral power of the

intermediate frequency range selected 40 <

f [kHz] < 55 shows no dramatic change in

time. This highlights the fact that the in-

terplay occurs between the QC-TEM and

the coherent mode.

The coherent modes cannot be due to

geodesic acoustic modes (GAM) because

they are damped at such radial position.

There is no heating system producing fast

ions (ICRH, NBI) required for energetic

GAM (eGAM). Other acoustic frequency

range modes such as the toroidal Alfvn

eigenmode (TAEs) or the beta-induced

Alfvn eigenmode (BAEs) cannot explain

these oscillations at ≈ 15 kHz because

they are expected at much higher frequen-

cies. Other MHD phenomena can be con-
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Figure 5. Data from the Tore Supra discharge #40805 (similar condition to #40806):

(a) ∆′ parameter for the m/n=3/2 tearing mode, (b) position of the q=3/2 surface

and (c) magnetic shear at r/a ≈ 0.16.

sidered to explain these coherent modes,

two of them are discussed in the follow-

ing sections: electron fishbones and tearing

modes.

3.1. tearing modes

The stability of tearing modes is de-

termined by the parameter delta prime

[47], which shows the difference of the

slopes for the flux function ψ inside (rs −
δ) and outside (rs + δ) the radius of

the mode rational surface (rs): ∆′ =[
ψ′+(rs + δ)− ψ′−(rs − δ)

]
/ψ(rs). In the-

ory ∆′ > 0 implies an instability and ∆′ <

0 a stability. Figure 5(a) shows an estima-

tion of ∆′ for the m/n = 3/2 tearing mode

as a function of time. We observe that even

though ∆′ remains negative, the ECRH has

a destabilizing effect because ∆′ increases

progressively during the power deposition.

It is also interesting to notice in figure 5(b)

that when the ECRH is applied, the radius

of the m/n = 3/2 flux surface moves to-

ward the location of the reflectometer mea-

surements (r/a ≤ 0.2).

As the MHD mode appears in reflec-

tometry spectra after ≈ 2s of ECRH, it

can be explained by the destabilization of

the 3/2 tearing mode combined with the

displacement of its rational surface. A lo-

cal improvement of the confinement due to

the stabilization of TEM could be respon-

sible of the increase of temperature, which

would tend to destabilize TEM again.

3.2. electron fishbones

Another phenomenom that may explain

the MHD mode is an electron-driven fish-

bone mode (e-fishbone). These MHD

modes are triggered by the interaction of

fast electron and internal kink mode, the

frequency of the mode allowing a resonance

with the toroidal precession of energetic

trapped electrons [48–52]. Fast electron

can be generated by ECRH, even though

the deposition angle of 0.5o is not favorable

for this. The resonance is possible when the

toroidal precession velocity vprec of trapped

electrons is oriented in the ion diamagnetic

direction, in the opposite direction than

the trapped electrons which resonate with

drift-waves in the case of TEM instability.
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The magnetic shear s = r [dq/dr] /q

influences vprec as shown in figure 2 of [53].

vprec is expected in the electron diamag-

netic direction for s > 0. At s = 0 a rever-

sal of vprec can occur in the ion diamagnetic

direction for the barely trapped electrons,

which makes them important for the onset

of e-fishbones.

Estimations of s made with polarime-

try at r/a ≈ 0.16 [54] show that it de-

creases progressively during the ECRH de-

position [see figure 5(c)]. It might decrease

even more because the data analysis tends

to produce a monotonic q profile (s < 0

is avoided). As the MHD mode appears

after ≈ 2s of ECRH, an excitation of e-

fishbone can appear when s is low enough

due to barely trapped supra-thermal elec-

trons with a reversed vprec in the ion dia-

magnetic direction. One can note that the

deposition region on the HFS is in favor

of e-fishbone destabilization [49] because

it can affect the barely trapped electrons

more present in this plasma region. The

lack of trapped electrons with a vprec in

the electron diamagnetic direction may sta-

bilize TEM and explain the onset of the

MHD modes.

Conclusion

A new experimental way to study TEM

is proposed. It aims to analyze fluctua-

tion spectra and detect the onset of quasi-

coherent fluctuations due to TEM named

QC-TEM.

QC-TEM have been reported in re-

flectometry fluctuation spectra of several

tokamaks: Tore Supra [11, 12], TEXTOR

[11, 12] and JET [12], together with recent

AUG indications [22]. Other fluctuations

diagnostics able to measure in the plasma

core region may allow to study them (PCI,

BES, CECE, FIR).

It has been shown in frequency spectra

deduced from non-linear simulations that

TEM can induce a narrow frequency spec-

tra separated from ZFs. Such a double

peak structure being responsible of the QC

mode observed in the measured frequency

spectra during a TEM-dominated regime.

Fluctuation spectra from a synthetic diag-

nostic confirm this interpretation.

Researches dedicated to TEM insta-

bility can then use this technique in the

plasma core region besides gyro-kinetic

simulations, transport analysis and phase

velocity estimations. Such analysis can be

done in tokamak plasmas but may also be

valid for RFP [23] and stellarators. An

example of a study using this knowledge

on QC-TEM has been presented. It shows

an interplay between electrostatic turbu-

lence (TEM) and electromagnetic fluctua-

tion (MHD), the latter being possibly due

to e-fishbones or m/n=3/2 tearing modes.

The lack of QC-TEM may come from

a fully developed TEM turbulence or a too

low plasma rotation velocity and does not

imply that the TEM are stable. Besides,

it exists edge phenomena not attributed

to TEM which can have a rather similar

QC signature. Significant progresses are

still required to understand these issues.

The theoretical mechanism of the reduced

broadening of TEM and its link with ZFs

coupling is currently investigated [55].
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